2014 nissan leaf maintenance schedule

By Zach Bowman For those who suffer a daily commute through heavy traffic, your vehicle's
braking system can bring thousands of pounds of metal, plastic and empty Starbucks cups to a
stop hundreds of times before you get to work. It goes without saying that these pieces wear
out, but they do so slowly, meaning you may not notice they need attention until Read moreâ€¦.
New User? Sign Up Log In. Car Prices. My Garage. Need Help? Do you own this car? Enter
current mileage for most accurate info about this vehicle. Next Scheduled Services. Service
History. Add to Service History. Mileage Due: Description: 90, Miles 1 item to Rotate, 14 items to
Inspect, 2 items to Replace, 1 item to Inspect fluid level, 1 item to Details 97, Miles 1 item to
Rotate Details , Miles 1 item to Rotate, 6 items to Inspect, 1 item to Replace, 1 item to Inspect
fluid level Details , Miles 1 item to Rotate Details , Miles 1 item to Rotate, 14 items to Inspect, 2
items to Replace, 1 item to Inspect fluid level, 1 item to Details View Full Schedule. Find local
mechanics, save money DriverSide's local mechanics directory shows you the closest place to
save. ZIP Code:. Compared with gasoline-powered cars, EVs have very few moving parts: no
crankshafts, pistons, valves, coolant, or multi-speed transmissions. Second, under Schedule 1,
the Leaf manual calls for changing the brake fluid every 15, miles or every 30, miles on
Schedule 2. That stopped us cold. Most cars call for changing the brake fluid at most every 60,
miles. Nissan expects it four times as often on the Leaf. Hybrid cars, which have electric
regenerative brakes like the Leaf, are known for brake pads lasting a couple hundred thousand
of miles. So what gives? It may be that with an all-electric car and frequent use of the
regenerative brakes, the company is concerned that the hydraulic brakes may get used so little
that increased moisture could build up, leading to rusted and dangerous brake lines. The
schedule calls for inspecting the charge port every 15, miles. Everything else would be
expected in any car. Mainly it consists of rotating the tires and replacing the cabin air filter
every 7, miles. Coolant is expected to be changed at , miles and every 75, miles thereafter. But
there are some new systems such as the charge port , and owners need to beware that the very
lack of use can increase the need for maintenance of some items. We think most electric car
owners will be happy to whiz silently past regular engine and transmission oil changes. See our
guide to alternative fuels. Get Ratings on the go and compare while you shop. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Forgot username or password? Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Subscribers only Sign in or Subscribe now! Forgot
password? Check this box if you wish to have a copy mailed to you. Choose from cars, safety,
health, and more! Already signed-up? Manage your newsletters here too. Cars News. See your
savings. Mobile Get Ratings on the go and compare while you shop Learn more. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. As a Nissan owner, you probably realize the importance of
regular and frequent auto service. If you need some help figuring out when to have your Nissan
car, SUV, or truck serviced, check our list of recommended maintenance tasks below. Each
service is separated by its recommended mileage interval, so you can plan ahead and schedule
your Nissan service appointment well in advance. Nissan automotive service recommendations
below are not necessarily specific to your Nissan model. Contact us at The first major Nissan
maintenance visit should be done when you drive 15, milesâ€”or after 12 months of ownership.
Service will include your standard oil change and a replacement oil filter though you should
have already had oil changes at this point , a tire rotation, inspection and potential replacement
of your air filter, and an inspection of your brakes. At the 20,mile markâ€”or around 18
monthsâ€”you will want to change your oil and oil filter, inspect your fuel lines and all major
components, replace your fluids, add new brake fluid, and check your exhaust system.
Transmission fluid should be changed at your 30,mile maintenance visit. Your Nissan service
technician will also inspect your drive belt, replace your air cleaner filter if applicable , and
check your alignment. Be on the lookout for signs of drive belt damage, and replace any as
needed prior to your 90,mile service check-up. Approximately 5 years of ownership, your Nissan
will be ready for its 60k-mile service appointment. Tires should be looked at and a new set
installed if tread wear is low. CVT fluid should be looked at and changed if necessary. Once you
reach the 90,mile mark, your vehicle is officially an elder and may have some age-related aches.
Your Nissan service advisor will check for steering issues stemming from driving column
damage or timing belt deterioration. Timing and serpentine belts are important to replace, and
doing so will save you many headaches down the line. Power steering fluid may need to be
changed. You should change your coolant at k miles, and then follow up with replacement
coolant every 75, miles. Please schedule your major Nissan service appointment at Jim Burke
Nissan. Under normal driving conditions, standard Nissan services should be performed
following these intervals:. At Jim Burke Nissan, our service technicians can perform work on all
new and older-model Nissan vehicles, including the following:. Should you require assistance,
feel free to book your auto service appointment online or contact our team at We have monthly
oil change coupons and other Nissan service specials available, too, so you can always save

money when visiting our Birmingham Nissan Service Center! Skip to content When should you
get your Nissan serviced? Sources: owners. Previous Previous post: Nissan Frontier vs. We
know your Nissan better than anyone, so you can trust we'll make it drive at its best. When you
service with Nissan, you can have the confidence of knowing that your vehicle is being serviced
by factory-trained technicians, using only Nissan Genuine Parts. No one knows your Nissan like
Nissan. Nissan employs the latest technology which has been specifically designed to suit your
vehicle, and backed by the Nissan Global Technical Support Team. To ensure there is no
surprises when you come in for a service, we will always let you know before the service how
much you can expect to pay. If additional work is required we will seek your approval before
going ahead. Each time a Nissan vehicle is presented for a service an extensive inspection and
report of your vehicle is completed identifying any parts that have deteriorated. After every
service your vehicle will receive a complimentary external wash and a vacuum of the foot well
area. All new Nissans come with five years of standard Roadside Assist, 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Nissan Genuine Parts purchased over the counter are covered by Nissan's 1 year
or 20,km warranty whichever comes first. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major
failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also
entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the
failure does not amount to a major failure. Skip to main content. Servicing Servicing. Nissan
Genuine Service. Why Nissan? Price Guides Servicing Inclusions. Leave it to the Nissan
experts. Keep that new car feeling Why Nissan? Latest Diagnostic Equipment Nissan employs
the latest technology which has been specifically designed to suit your vehicle, and backed by
the Nissan Global Technical Support Team. Factory-Trained Technicians All technicians are
Nissan experts, who will know your vehicle better than anyone else. To book a service, find your
local Nissan dealer. What we do Servicing Inclusions. Check Each time a Nissan vehicle is
presented for a service an extensive inspection and report of your vehicle is completed
identifying any parts that have deteriorated. Clean After every service your vehicle will receive a
complimentary external wash and a vacuum of the foot well area. You may also be interested in.
Roadside Assistance All new Nissans come with five years of standard Roadside Assist, 24
hours a day, seven days a week. Warranty All new Nissan vehicles come with a 5-year unlimited
kilometre warranty. Owners Servicing.

